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Directional control of a 
processive molecular hopper
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Intrigued by technological potential, scientists have long attempted to control molecular motion. We

monitor the individual 0.7-nm steps of a single molecular hopper as it moves in an electric field along a

track in a nanopore controlled by a chemical ratchet. The hopper demonstrates characteristics desired in

a moving molecule: defined start- and end-points, processivity, fuel autonomy, directional motion and

external control. The hopper is readily functionalized to carry cargos. For example, DNA (blue flag) can be

ratcheted along the track in either direction, a prerequisite for nanopore sequencing.
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The hopper was delivered to the track as a hopper-carrier

conjugate capped with a single traptavidin protein (green

hexagon). The disulfide in the construct reacted strictly

with Cys-115 releasing the carrier and placing the hopper-

DNA cargo on the starting foothold.

Additional cysteine on the antiparallel strand compelled

hopper release from the track through thiol-disulfide

interchange to form a cross-strand disulfide bridge.

By monitoring the ionic current passing through the α-hemolysin nanopore, we

followed the stepwise hopping motion at the single-molecule level in real-time (1).

The one-legged molecular hopper is ratcheted by thiol-disulfide interchanges

along a cysteine track and demonstrates an unprecedented level of processivity:

>200 directional steps were detected with a single hopper—exceeding that of

some biomolecular motors (2, 3).

Under the applied potential, the DNA inside the barrel is pulled in the electric field

with a force of ~10 pN. The force sets the overall direction of motion by flipping

the DNA and helps orient the disulfide for cleavage by the neighboring

downstream cysteine thiolate, which moves the hopper one step forwards (A).

Back-stepping (B) is disfavored and over-stepping (C) is impossible. Release of

the hopper from the linear track was not observed (D).

Further, the direction in which the hopper moves is subject to external control

which was switched on demand by applying a potential of the opposite polarity.
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The engineering of footholds on a surface will allow the

construction of more complex hopping pathways where

hoppers are transferred to new tracks at designed junctions

and cargos are released at predesignated depots.

Such an elaborated hopper system might provide chemical

ratcheting machinery for incorporation into DNA

sequencing devices.


